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La r gest Voter Turnout P asse s T wain Renovation ,
by Steve Ward
news editor

I

In the largest voter turn-out ever,
the student body of UM-St. Louis has
approved the ·Mark Twain referendum and the name change of the Student Association.
At the end of the two days of voting, more than 1,000 ballots were
cast. The Mark Twain referendum
passed with 605 votes to 409, while
the name change to the SA was
approved overwhelmingly 832 to
115. The Student Association will
now be called the Student Government Association, or SGA.
SGA Vice President Larurel
Baker said she was pleased w.ith the
election turnout.
"It was a really hot issue hecause
it.effects students directly," Baker
sa,id. " In the years I have been here I
have not known a better turn out. We
are really happy."
Baker also attributed the large
turn-out to "more logical polling
places " and that the polling places
remained open longer. Students had
the opportunity to vote at either the
University Center, the Social Sciences Building, South Campus, Lucas
Hall or the Mark Twain Building.
SGA preSident, Jerry Berhorst,
credited . the turn-out to high

.publicity.
"We made ourselves visible,"
Berhorst said. The publicity came
from Berhorst talking to lecture
classes, his editorial in last week's
Current , the brochures and posters
distributed about campus and the
advertisements placed in the Current the past two weeks.
The athletic department paid for
the posters, brochures and advertisements - all of which totaled
$2,600.
Athletic Director Chuck Smith
stressed that no student activity
fees were used to publicize the
referendum, but said that the money
came from a pool of $10,000 the
department raises each year by
renting the athletic building to community functions and selling passes
to alumni and the communty for its
general use.
The results of the referendum
will now go to the chancellor's office
and the Board of Curators for
approval. If everything goes as
scheduled, bids should be let out to
architects in January, 1989.
According to Smith, the actual
increase in student activity fees will
not take place until summerof 1990,
just a few months before the
renovations would be completed.
Under the guidelines set by the

'set for the fall of the following
year.
These monies will be used to,
among other things , improve the
weight room and locker rooms, add
an indoor jogging track, lengthen
the operating hours of the facility
and increase security.

Scott Brandi
VOTE:Student Association President Jerry Berhorst monitors the voting in the University Center Monday. Voter turnout was the best ever on the UM-St. Louis campus.

referendum, student activity fees
will go up by $1.25 per credit hour
and no more than $15 per semester.
Including the $350,000 to be given to

the project by the administration monies which come out of the building fund left over from when Mark
Twain was built 17 years ago - the

total cost of the project will be
$1.6 million.

Construction should start in next
November, with a completion date

Even though the proposed name
change went relatively uncontested,
Baker was happy with the change.
"We want our name to reflect the
duties we perform ," Baker said .
"The name Student Association
does not make people think that we
are a government." With the name
now the Student Government
Association, Baker believes more
people will know what the purpose
of the group is.
Also included on the ballot were
eight blanks . These blanks were
provided so that voters could write
in people who they thought should
fill the SGA seats for new or transfer
student representative. Baker said,
that there was a large response to
the write-in section, but that it
would take them at least a week to
find out if the people listed meet the
requirements of a representative:
that they actually are transfer
students and that they have a 2.0
GPA.

The P ress S'hould Act As Crusaders
by Kevin Kleine

managing editor
The Soviet Union National Debate
team discussed the topic of how the
press relates to government in the
modern state and the necessity of a
free press in Russia and the world at
UM-St. Louis Tues. evening.
"In the U.S. press, there are mistakes about the Soviet Union," Igor
Serapin of the Soviet debate team
said. "When I came to this country , I
wondered if tbere were biases in the
press like in tbe Soviet Union;
there are ."
The press in the USSR is moving
toward more freedom and the propaganda from both the east and the
west is more tolerant of each side.
Oversimplification of each side's
way of life is where some of the
problems lie, the debaters said.
The consensus among the Soviet
and UM-St. Louis team were that a

free press is necessary in any
society.
The U.S. press saying that the
Soviet people cry for freedom,
evidenced by the protests in the
Baltic area is like Pravda saying
that all Americans cry out for communism to be implemented taking
into the account the views of th~
American Communist party.
" Government must be accountable to the people," said Carrie Jeffries , the first speaker for the UM-St
Louis team. "Since both the Soviet
Union and the United States hold the
government by the people is ideal,
and both profess and call for popular
control of government, then we
must assume that the modern state'
advocates a free press ," Jeffries
said.
Jeffries went on to state that the
press must also be accessible to the
people. A tool that is inaccessible
serves no one, she said.

"The relationship must provide
for a press that watchdogs the
government ," Jeffries stated.
"The press should not passively
sit by," Sabina Modelevskaya of the
Soviet team said. " They should be
like crusaders and not worry about
spoiling relations with the government because they are the only
sourc'e of, in formation, " Mo delevskaya said .
Glasnost and perestroika have
opened doors for more sov.iet journalists to be critical of the government. The soviets see the new
freedom as a reflection of society
rather than the actions of Soviet
leader Mikhail Gorbachev.
"There is an old joke among Russian journalists that says the best
time for broadcasting is after the
last member of the Politburo has
See DEBATE, page 8

Candidates For State
O utline Platforllls Here
by Kevin Kleine

managing editor
Candidates for state offices
made a stop on campus to participate in a forum sponsored by
the Political Science Academy
last Wednesday.
The candidates all presented
short Dutlines of their platforms
and then fielded questions from
the audience.
Many of the questions directed
to the candidates were related to
higher education and issues such
as abortion and state-provided
day care.
Some of the candidates were
repre sented by someone from
their campaign , but those who
represented themselves made
an effort to get in touch with student concerns as well as presenting their general platform.
R. B. Grisham, Republican
candidate for Lt. Governor, said
that he is looking to make the
office
take
on
more .
responsiblity.
" One of the problems of the
past few years is that the Governor and Lt. Governor have been
from different parties ," Grisham
said. "T'he Lt. Governor's duties

are similar to the vice president's, but it would be
ridiculous to consider having a
president and vice president
from different parties ," he said.
"1 have an agendi.. that matches
the governor's ," Grisham said. _
"Harriet Woods did not, and consequently she has essentially

O ££ic

FROM USS R: Igor Serapin, left, and Vadim Velos, members of t he Soviet debate team, fielded questions
from interested UM-St. Louis students last Monday. On Tuesday night, the Soviets debated against the
UM-St. Louis forensic squad.

Senate Discusses Salary Policy
by Cathy Dey

associate news editor

been in Siberia for the last four
years ."
Most of the candidates agreed
that greater funding must be provided for higher education. Missouri has ranked 47th or 48th in
funding for higher education
See FORUM, page 8

The University Senate held its
October meeting last Tuesday , discussing several important issues
but making no descisions about
them at thIs time: the salary policy
for faculty and staff, a proposed
change in UM-St. Louis admission
standards and the improvement of
campus buildings were some
topics mentioned.
Chancellor Marguerite Barnett
pointed out that the North Central
Accredidation team is coming to
UM-St. Louis soon, and there are
modest building improvements that
need to be made on campus. The
improvements under discussion

CALENDAR ...... page 2
FEATURES ...... page 3
SPORTS ......... page 5
EDITORIALS .... page 7
CLASSIFIEDS ... page 8

The Senate Admissions and Student Aid Committee made a motion
that the University of Missouri
retain its current admission standard. At present, the sum of a
student's high school rank percentil e and aptitude examination percentile (ACT, SAT or SCAT) must be
75 or greater.
The basis for this recommendation is a study thCit has been done on
UM-St. Louis freshmen from 1982 to
1987 , whi ch shows that grade performance of students with combined
percentile scores in the 75-99 range
has improved . Of 1982 freshmen, 42
percent of the students with combined percentile scores of 75-99
See SENATE, page 8

Events H e ighten Alchohol Awa r e ness
by Paul Thompson

editor
UM-St. Louis did its part this
week in helping to fight alcohol
abuse.

David Kass

John Hancock

Students from Horizons and
employees in Counseling Services
hosted several campus events, in
conjunction
with
National
Collegiate
Alcohol
Awareness
Week, Oct. 16 to 22.
Horizons sponsored a skit on

GR EE N PEACE:
INSIDE

include repair and expansion of the
parking lots and garages . Barnett
said that engineers and inspectors
have proclaimed the garages to be
structurally sound , but that repairs
will probably have to be made thi s
winter, especially on parking garage D.
Dr. Jim Doyle, of the Intercampus
Faculty Council(IFC), reported that
the IFC has expressed concern over
the University of Missouri practice
of awarding high salary increases to
only a few officials, while others
receive small increases that do not
even keep up with the cost of living.
Doyle said that this practice is
demoralizing , and the credibility of
the salary policy is being questioned on all UM campuses.

ONTHE AIR:
Phil Picardi talks about his
rise to fame at KWMU and
his morning news show
"The Morn~ng Edition,"

See story page 3

In a Current exclusive,
Nike disputes claims made
by
the
environmental
group concerning the use
of kangaroo leather on
'athletic shoes.
See story page 5

Monday in the University Center to
highlight the danger and tragedy of
drinking and driving.'
"The mes sage is to be responsible," said Dwan Milam , direc tor of
. Horizons, the campus pe er counseling service. "We said we're not condemning
drinking,
we're
condemning drinking and driving."
GloriaLubowitz, a pSychologist in
Counseling Services, said' this
week's events were intended to
highlight drinking, responsibly.
"The message we're trying to get

across is to drink safely . not to stop
drinking," Lubowilz said. "Drinking
respons'ibly,
appointing
a
designated driver, coffee doesn't
allow a person to sober up, it's only
time to get the alcohol out of the sy.stem - these are the things . we
were saying. "
The skit hosted bv Horizons
Milam said , involved -three young
people in are car, two drunk, one
sober. The sober person d~cides tei
See ALCOHOL, page 8

CAM PUS RE MI NDER
Chancellor
Marguerite
Barnett will have open
o ffice hours next Wednesday in 401 Woods Hall for
faculty and students. See
Calendar
for
more
information,

I
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Ur"';pIl Research ~~minar Series: E. Terrence Jo,n es will
I!peak on "P<iiling Pmfessionals: How Electi,o ns Have TUrned
mto,Deadly ijores." 3 p,.rn:. ttl 4:30 p.m . in 331 SSB (McDonnell
Gonferen~1:;l
' .
,
. , . , .Room).
,.

"\..

. p~ieh~" t'heN'atiorial Horior Society in Psychology, sponsors
"How t,o Get lntQ Graduate School and What to Expect WheJl You
Ge:t '1'her:e" 7:,:m p.m. room 439 - Stadler Hall. Everyone

Wel~om~.

.

• "Worp.eni,n Politics: Challenges for tbe future, " will feature
J wokeYJ)otespeakers in additiontosevera! panels and workshops
, fro~ ~' a.m. to 2 ,p,m. in the J.C. Penney Building. Jo Freeman,
f,emml~t <'uth<"t , pOlitical Scientist and lawyer, will speak about
"American Pol~ti.cs and the Future of Feminism," and Ethel
, Klien of CofulTlbia University and cons-ultant to thf' Gephardt
c!l-mpaign, wUl discUSfS the politics of gender. For more informatio'n call 51;-3--5-51H.
.

DOD

MONDAY, OCTOBER 24

• 15(h Annuar National Strategy .conference: ';The United §t~tes.
and the Thh:d Wurld/ ' cOijfer,encefor secondary and elem'en~:rY .
social studies teachers held in -J.C. Penney Buil.Q:ing- fr(llm~:a{)
'a.m. to 3 p.m. Regist:r,ation fee is $2,5. For more information can
&53-5153. . . . .
' . .. .

W EDNESDAY, OCTOBER 26
.• Chancellor Marguerite Barnett will hold open office hours in
401 Woods Hall; 10 a.m. to 11 a.m_ for students and 11 a,ro. to noon
for faculty.
.

_ fieorge ~hjrley an.d the Quartet Oklahoma: The famous Met£e.lpolit,ain Opera tenor will perform with Quartet Oklahoma in

Dr. W. Franklin Spikes has been
named to the editorial board of a
new professional magazine
published by the American
Association for Adult and Continuing Education (AAACE). Spikes is
associate dean in the UM-St. Louis
School of Business and Continuing
Ed u cation -Extension,
The magazine will feature
articles of interest to individuals
who design, manage, conduct,
deliver and evaluate programs for
adult and continuing education.
Board members have been selected upon the recommendation
. of AAACE officers and commit·
tees. As a member, Spikes will be
asked to r,ecommend specific
topics and authors, plan an
editorial calendar and assist in
hi~ing decisions and policy issues.

THIJRS'D AY, OCTOBER 27

• Ordinary Magnificence: Professional storyteller Joyce Cheney ,
tells extraordinary t<lles about ordinary people. She will speak
f"om ,n oon to 1 p.m. in 211 Clark Hi~.1l. 'Call 553'-5380 for mOTe
jnformativn.
. .
,
'.
..

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 23

DOD

memory oHormer st. Louis pianist Donmi Turner Smith at 4 p.rn,
at the Sh.e ldon Concert Hall, 3648 WaShington Ave. The concert is
part of the St. Louis Arts Festival. Tickets are $12 or $8 for
students, senior citizens, .UM-St. LQuis facutly and staff, KWMtJ
Studio Set members and Ethical Society Members. Ca1155~-5818
for more information.

• Chemistry Seminar: "Recent Studies on Biologically Active
Plant Na!ural .Products." Klaus Fischer of Louisiana state
University speaks at 4 p.m . (coffee at 3;30 p,m.) in 120 Benton
Hall. Call 553-5311 for more information.
.

SATUROAY,OCTQBER 22

The Center for International
Studies has awarded James S,
McDonnell Scholarships in International Studies to the following
stUdents: Gordon N. Bardos, political science; Timothy M. Grotri a n,
Gernam/art/education ; Thomas J ,
Palazzolo, history; Ward G.
Weibel , French/German/ Spanish;
Jeff J, Pickering, political science/
history; Stephen E. Bratcher.
political science/ international
relations.
The scholarships are made poss ible by a gift from the McDonnell
Douglas Foundation and are
named in honor of its founder,
James S. McDonnell who had a
deep and abiding interest in inter,
national affairs .

October 20, 1988

A small business tax workshop
will be presented by University of
Missouri Business Extension, 8
a,m , to 4:15 p,m, Nov, 16, room 126
of the J.C . Penney Building,
Internal Revenue Service Personnel will provide the instruction,
The fee is $35, For more information , call 889-2911.

on Thursday , Dec. 1 at UM-St.
Louis.
The course will include a grammar review, improvement of reading and undest anding skills,
discussion of logic and language
and test-taking tips .
Fee for the course is $85. For
more information call 553-5961.

DOD

DOD
New advances in microcomputer
technology and software have
caused a surge in the popularity of
desktop publishing for business
and personal applications, To
meet the demand for information
Jnd skill training in this field, UMSt. Louis has developed several
new courses on the Macintosh personal computerand Page Maker ,
the most widely used desktop
publishing software package,
The courses will be held at the
new UM- SL Louis West County
Computer Facility located at 1715
Deer Tracks Trail , near the intersection of 1-270 and Manchester
Road, Each course will be offered
in several sections beginning in
October, November and
Dec ember.
The class are: Introduction to
the Macintosh Computer, Desktop
Publishing Using PageMaker,
Intermediate Applications of
PageMaker and Advanced
Applications of PageMaker.
Fees for each of the courses is
$149. Each student is provided
with a computer for use during
class, For more information on
class dates and times call 553596l.

A course to help individuals
become more successful fund
raisers is offered by UM-St. Louis
Continuing Education-Extension,
Basics of Fund Raising will
meet from 6:30 to 9:30 p ,m, on
Tuesdays, Oct, 25 tp Nov . 22 at
UM-St. Louis,
Topics for the course are
designed to be of interest to fund
raising professionals as wall as
individuals just entering the field,
. Participants will learn about the
past. present and future of
philanthropy; what it tak es to succeed in development; how to grow
as a de velopment director ;
development office records and
resources; how to start an annual
giving program; working with corporations and foundations; and
working with life income gifts,
Fee for the course is $97. For
more information call 553-5961.

DOD
A review course for individuals
planning to take tjhe Law School
Admissions Test (LSAT) is offered
by the UM-St. Louis Continuing
Edu ca tion -Extension.
LSAT Preparation will meet
fr om 10 a.m, to noon on Saturdavs
Oct. 29 to Nov , 19 and 6 to 9 p,m: '

I

====-=-~-=
- -

.WQme~ and ~.ng: RUa BraitD of Ul..e UM-St, Loni$ sociology:
department a~:d tbeSchooLo.f NursIng will conduct a .s~minal'Oll
elder:ly minority and lwn-minortly women. in theUilited .SlateS . .
The seminar win be beld in 211 Clark HaU from 12~30 p.rn; t o :1:.a,o
p.m. Ca,l l 553-5B80-.fo-r more informatiun.
.. .
. .

a

eThe Social Work Department will be offering a mandatory m~~ing '
, from.,4-S;~O p.mdn 206 L~easHal1 for a.ny social wor-k students in'terested
in taking a: prac!icumln tbe ~nter ~emester 1989. Fl.or more i nfonna,ti
co.n tact Bev.erly Sparleder, praeticum e oordin;ltor, at55.3~S387.

an.,

.. A Panel discussl on' 011 tb~ economic i$suesoflhe Pres.iden~ial
J1;lechQJl 'will M 'held in 22S SSBat 12:30 p.m. EveryoI\e ls
,welcoI1.le"to atten~. The event isspo.,nsored byu the, Ecpnomrc$ '"
Club. .Th~'y' bope:' to i qfc)1:ro campus meIJ,nbers 9f the e~QnOl!J:ic
effects ofn~ecalI)pai gn platforms. F'ormoire infor,l'llat\On caU tbe~
i. Ec ouoml¢$ Club at'aa~·f)4,3~,
.. .
.

Think Tank Estahlislled By
Education~s Leading Critics
(CPS) - William Bennett and Allan
Bloom, two of higher education's
sharpest critics , are teaming up to
put their money where their mouths
are and teach college students the
way they think it should be done.
Bennett, tbe former U.S, secretary of education, and Bloom, a
University of Chicago professor and
best-selling author, will establish
the Madison Center, an education
think tank that will sponsor summer
seminars in the humanities and
"great books" for a select group of
50 to 100 undergraduates, Bennett
aide John Walters said last month.'
The
seminars
with
top
humanities professors drawn from
across the country will "give
students the kind of education Bennett and Bloom say they need,"
Walters said.
The seminars will be one of the
main activities of the new, nonprofit
Madison Center that Bennett will
establish in WaShington, D.C., this
fall, said Waiters, who will become
the center's e.x ecutive director.
Bennett has been engaged in an
ongoing confrontation with the
nation's colleges since he was
named to head the De partment of
Education three and a half years
ago. He has often accused colleges
of watering down their clirricula and
allowing students to graduate
without exposure to the ciassics of
history, philosophy or literature .
Bloom's "The ClOSing of the
American Mind: How Higher Educati

Immpoverished
the Souls of
Today's Students" took a similar
tack, The book, published in 1987,
criticized
both
colleges
and
students as too self-involved to
teach or learn. It remains a
campus bestseller.
The Madison Center also will
serve as a public policy forum on
education and other issues , said
Walters. Bennett's chief of staff and

,

Original. Thin and New York Style pizza,
Salad. Pasta, and PIzz~ .. ,A warm
del1c1ous fruit pie, with a sweet crumb
topping, and a made-lrortHcratch crust
Dine-ln only.
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in St. Louis & St. Charles

AI03
Art and reason

Courses start Oct. 22, Dec. 17, Jan. 14, Mar. 11, May 6
Undergraduate and graduate courses
Bus 392
Entrepreneurship--Small Business Mgmt.
Nur 220

Health Assessment

His 100

Science & Culture in the Western Tradition

Ed 308

Microcomputers: Classroom Applications for Teachers

Ed 308

Basic Educ;ation: Teaching the Adult

Ele Ed 241

Teaching Science in the Elemental)' School

:1:.
"

,

When Mark and I dccided to spend
the weekend at his mother's house,
I ne\'cr imagined I would be walking
into a mouse's nightmare. There were
cats c\'erywhere.
Cat plaques, cat statues, cat clocks,
even a cat mat. I couldn't begin to duplicate her collection of ki tty litter if I spent
a year at a garage sale. Conspicuously
absent, however, was a real cat. Strange,
r thought, and began to tear that a .
weekend with cat woman could be a
. lot less thanpurr-tecr.
Bur then she came home, and
Mark introduced her. She was
dressed ·su rprisi ngly well-no
leopard pants. In fact, you
could say she was the cat's meow,
bur-Hr rather nor.
.
She ofl-cred me a cup of Dutch Chocobte Mint. Now that was something
I co~dd relate to. Then she brought it
0~lt.1I1 th~ most beautiful, distinctly .
untclll1e chll1a Ili ever seen. As we
,sipped, I found out that Mrs. Campbell
.has Ill)' same'weakness tor chocolate,
loves the theater as mllch as I do, but,
inCl-edibh~ never saw "Cats." So Mark
and I art'taking her next month.

Continuing Education-Extension, 315 Marillac
Call for Registration Materials: 553-5370

MOVIES, MUNCHIES
... EVEN BOOKS
AND SCHOOL
SUPPLIES.
SAVE LIVES
AND MAKE
EXTRA MONEY
DONATE PLASMA
AND EARN UP TO

$

($100/month)

FREE MEDICAL CHECKUP

REGULAR HOURS 7-2 M·S
SPECIAL HOURS FOR COLLEGE
STUDENTS 2·5:30 TU. TH
BRING YOUR STUDENT to.

FREE BLOOD PRESSURE CHECK

CASH PAYMENTS

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

. ---------------~------------$
$
BRING THIS COUPON IN
FOR AN EXTRA 55.00 BONUS
FOR YOUR FIRST DONATION

ALPHA PLASMA
CENTER
....
1624 DELMAR BLVD.
436-7046

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

•I

1
.-'-.1

.4

I!pallicipotrq _ _ T",oo!
,.., ~
i'1ckJded. UrnIt 1 ~ per arstomIf.1*' 'IIItt. Excns 12l~

Earn UM-St. l ouis Residential '
6i."tffi
-\;---Vldeo
Credit at Home on Cable

Instructional
Prog(am

a onetime " graduate student of
Bloom's at the University .of
Toronto ,
The seminars will last three to
four weeks , featuring classes with
five to 10 professors and guest lecturers. They will be held at a yet
unchosen campus, with costs underwritten by the Madison Center, not
students.

General _F oods®International Coffees.
Share the feeling.

'''- :' i:,' ':,,:':''·;''''''···
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Roared; Picar di Makes Big Waves

by Paulette E. Amaro

which eminates from Washington,
jokes.
D.C., and 'airs in st. Louis from 5
One of the reasons Picardi prea.m. until 9 a.m.
fers radio is because he finds it
I guess it looks like what you
Picardi, a graduate of UM-St.
easier to relay the news in a format
would expect. Very· professional.
Louis, has been hosting the morning
that is not as concerned with time
A receptionist greets me with a
program since March of this year.
restrictions .
pleaSant, "Can I help you?"
"You don't really have time (on
Along with ' hosting, Picardi proEager
staffers,
impeccably
T.V.) to get in-depth. Morning Edi- ·
duces and writes news as well .
dressed, dart from office to office,
tion is four hours. So, if I don't make
. Morning Edition carries local stabusying themselves with papers ann
tion breaks and ID promos.
mypointinthefirsthour, Icanmake
agendas.
. "I usually come on and say somethit in the fourth. I've got a lot more
Classical music reverberates · ing like, 'This is KWMU, 90.7, it is
time."
througb the otherwise quiet office
now 7:20 ."
Morning Edition came in fourth in
space .
I
Contrary to · popular belief,the Riverfront Times "Best of St.
It is almost too quiet.
KWMU is not merely a college
Louis Poll" in the category of mornSuddenly, a burst of energy fills
ing radio program. It even placed
radio station.
the "silence."
"A lot of people, when they think
higher than KY-98 's Phillips and
Phil Picardi emerges · from his
Wall Show.
of KWMU, think of a college radio
office with great enthusiasm. Hand
station," Picardi begins. "We do
"Ratings have been better. First
out-stretched, he greets me with a
have students that work here as
Arbitrons came out, and Morning
friendly, "How's it going?"
interns , but it is a professional staEdition is up. Which is good, "
Had I not already known Phil, I
tion. Everyone gets paid, it's 100,000
Picardi beems. .
might be impressed . I am
watts .. .It's just as strong as KSHE or
KWMU offers Morning Edition
impressed, but I half expected that
KSDK. It's the Channel 9 of public
followed by an afternoon program
kind of a greeting. .
radio."
called "All Things Considered ". In
Picardi is just that kind of guy. He
As a student at UM·St. Louis,
between, they air classical selecis a professional, and he is
Picardi interned with Channel 5
tions, followed by a jazz program in
friendly .
the evening.
news, while also dOing volunteer
Some believe the two words do not
Picardi acknowledges the fact
work on the weekends at KWMU.
belong in the same sentence, but
I quit · here to go to Channel 5 my
that KWMU may not be as popular as
Picardi wears them well.
junior year, " Picardi offers . "I did
it should be, but comes to the
Maybe that is why Picardi and
immediate defense of the station.
an internship in the sports departKWMU are so popular.
"People are not familiar with us
ment. I got to know Mike Busch and
Winding through the quiet halls,
because most people in the morning
Art Holliday pretty well.When they
we pass · rooms filled with
had an opening for a weekend prolisten to mUSic, or whatever. We are
unfamiliar technical equipment.
ducer, they gave me a calL"
a professional station . You can hear
Picardi is talking easily, and is
Picardi produced sports for ChanUs from Cuba, Misssouri to
recepti~e to the informal questions
nel5 for about five months when he
Effingham, Illinois. I know, because
tossed his way.
got a call from KWMU to replace
I've done that to see how far you can
"I actually started working on
hear us, " Picardi says. "We have
Morning Edition's host, Richard
Morning Edition two years ago. I
Greene.
quite a vast listenership; "
was doing sports. Richard Greene
"For about a month I was doing
As well as being a professional
was the host," Picardi offers as he
both until I got comfortable with
radio station, KWMU is extremely
searches for a seat in the quiet
what I really wanted to do. "
receptive to those students express office .
ing an interest in interning.
And radio is what he really wants
The show Picardi refers to, Mornto do.
"If a .student expresses an
ing Edition, is a national program
"I have a radio face anj'Way," he
interest in writing news, we

.

associate features editor

GOOD MORNING ST. LOUIS: Phil Picardi, host of KWMU's morning program Morning Edition, updates
his listeners with the day's news.
introduce them to Bernie Hayes
(General Manager) and he puts
them to work writing news. Or, if
someone wants to work on-air, he'll
get together with them and make up
an audition tape. "
" Bernie takes care of everybody.
He is like everyone's dad ," Picardi
adds with a laugh.

KWMU offers interested students
quite a bit of freedom, as well as the
opportunity to grow.
"We have a weekend program,
Weekend Edition , mainly run by the
students. They take the equipment
out , gather the information, come
back and put the story together , and
sometimes air it," Picardi states .
Both KWMU and Picardi have

become popular additions to the
radio air waves. Professionalism is
one definite reason , but likability is
also a plus. Perhaps Picardi says
it best.
"We have a lot of fun. It 's almost
hard to consider it work, "
Well , they're doing something
right.

'Walk West' Author Jenkins Takes High Road To China
by Lore~ RIchard Klahs
book reviewer

Across China
by Peter Jenkins
(Fawcett Crest, $4.95, 364 pages)
Ostentatiously, "Across China" is
supposed to be a book about the art
of mountain climbing. In this case,
the mountain is Everest on the
China side.
However, after reading his
account, I came away from "Across
China" with more than a sense of
history
and
geography,
mountaineering.
When Peter Jenkins left his pregnant wife in rural Tennessee in
order that he might have the socalled "China/Everest" experience,
I was a little embarrassed .
I was even more disconcerted
when he was plotting his departure
in the early chapters of the book.
Like an adolescent boy hiding a
porno magazine from his mom, the
author tells the reader how he
cleverly bid his motives .

" ... I'd wait 'till the right moment,
especially since going on this trip
meant being away for the end of the
pregnancy. If something happened
to me in China, like falling off Mount
Everest. . .! could miss the birth of
Jenkins baby number three ..."

Exce rpt"Since I returned home to
the US A, many tbings have

After "discreetly camouflaging"
impending details of the mountainclimbing trip, the author finally told
his wife of his plans.
After some bewildered confusion
on her part, she consented with the
following:

happened to the people who
brought tbis book to life. Death
bas come ... bab ies ba e be en
born, life-styles
altered ... degr ees granted, and
cheeseburgers eaten."

"I know you well enough to know that
if you couldn't go because of
me,you'd never get over it."

Free of wife and family , the
author tells the reader all about the
hassles he encountered.
What with passports, special permissions, etc ... "Preparing for this
trip strained my nervous system. "
The following is a sample of the
adventure.

"Tibetans surrounded us in the
Lhasa bazaar. What fascinated them
most was the hair on Skip'S chest."

"The once-in-a-lifetime
views
through the windshield of our tired
bus never ended in Tibet. We went

"Some of higb roads between Lhasa
and Everest were cut out of rock and
seemed as narrow as yak trails."

around countless corners and over
many mountain passes before getting to base camp."

The author and his entourage
called themselves "The Fun
Seekers " and the reader is treated
to many pictures of "the boys " in an
assortment of fun-seeking poses .
"Peter, a 'rising star' in world
climbing" is pictured shirtless, drying his hair. Wearing a tight pair of
Levis, the author describes Peter as
the kind of guy who makes the girls
stop dead in their tracks.
Lou and Phil (also pictured
without the benefit of shirts) are
found posing with funny hats. With
muscles bulging, the author informs
us that they are "pumped for
Everest"
During the fantastic journey we
are exposed to the elite people who
climb mountains for the sheer
mouth-watering kick of it. We are
also told some sad stories along
the way.
For instance, there is the tale of
the young and beautiful woman who
was almost as good as any man in
her mountain -climbing ways .
She did, however, have the te ndency to pick a young, studly moun-

taineer every season and fall madly
and passionately in love with him .
When she fell thou s ands of feet to
her death (only a couple of days
before reaching her thirtieth
birthday)
many , many
men
mourned her death .
The author goes on to say that
some of these men are in love
with her to this very day.
Then there is the good-looking
Ivy-league man from Columbia
University in New York ·' .. .with a
great future ahead of him" (ie: the
right family , the right school, a
great tan , etc ... ) who fell head-first
into a mountain crevasse.
"
Even though there was no way of
saving him , some mountaineers
remember him singing the school
fight song to the very end.
In the epilogue of " Across China,"
the auth or speaks of " ... babies have
been born, life-styles altered,
avalanches
struck .. .and
cheeseburgers eaten ."
It's that kind of tale. Maybe next
year the author might take the wife
and kids to Disney-World. But
please, spare us t he book .

Sporadic Columnist Tells Ta les Of Her Mothe r... A nd Of Automobiles
:==r~~~~~~-;;:==:
.

On A Clear Day·
by Paulette E. Amaro
associate features editor
My first thought was one of
sheer panic, when I realized I
would be writing another column. I
mean, what could I say that would
have any meaning or substance or,
God forbid , a little humor?
Then , miraculously, my mother,
of all people, remedied the situa-

tion for me .
Last Saturday morning , at 7
o'clock no less, I was awakened
from a semi-restful state by a frantic, "Paulette, I just hit your
car! "
As my tired eyes parted, I saw
my mother standing before me .
The first words out of rriy mouth
were, "Well s**t, what did you do
that for ?"
As she began to explain what
happened, I got myself out of bed.
Pictures of my Sunsport flashed
before me.
Ijust knew I was going to go outside, and find my rear bumper in a
tree , a hubcap in the neighbors
yard, etc .. .
To my" relief, my car was not
damaged, and neither was hers. It
was , however, knocked about 25
feet down the driveway, and facing
an entirely different direction.
The amazing thing is, since our
cars were parked less than two feet
apart, she had to be backing out at,

say, 95 mph.
"You 'd better see if it starts, "
she said calmly.
" I'd better see if it starts?" I
retorted.
Well, in the end, my car did start.
So far, knock wood , it is running
smoothly.
The point is, if ~here is a point,
though you may think your mother
is slightly square , or perhaps, a tad
off-balance, you are not alone.
Now, realize, I have no qualms
with my mother. After all , I only
see her maybetwice a month. And ,
when you consider the fact that we
live in the same house, and wear
the same clothes, that's pretty
amazing.
I suppose it could be worse. I
mean, at least my mom is kind of
funny .
Take this for example. Before I
moved to St. Louis, I lived in a
small suburb outside of Detroit. I
picked up my mom from the airport after visiting in St. Louis for

,

the week-end.
We were entering the freeway,
"small-talking" about the mess
the highway was in. I was looking
foraspotto s afely easemycarinto
the confusion.
Peering into the rearview
mirror, and then indicating to my
side I said. "How do I look ?"
My mother turned to me, stonecold serious, and said , "You look
fine .':
Needless to say, my car almost
shared an intimate embrace with a
pick-up truck coming up on my
side.
After a few choice expletives
exchanged bet,ween the two
drivers, I secured my position on
the freeway and drove home.
You see, I fancy my mother as
being reasonably intelligent.
However, I often think she resides
on a different wavelength than
most. One not unlike that of, say.
an alien.
After all , she was double prom-

oted in second grade. She
graduated at 16 , and graduated
from college Cum Laude while
also working 60 hours a week.
Now , lest you get the idea th at
I'm complaining, I'm not. Life witQ
my mom is never boring.
One day, driving home from
somewhere, we began to talk about
what cars were available, and who
would take which one where.
After a brief moment of silence,
I said, " Well, what are you going to
take to work?"
Once again , she turned to me,
stone-cold serious and said, "My
lunch ."
Luckily, by the time we had this
exchange, I was already safe in
the driveway.
On the off chance you think my
mother is nuts , I assure she is
okay, maybe just a little
"flighty."
I do tend to panic, however,
when I notice myself falling into
her thinking pattern.

For instance, I used to live in a
house out by the MissiSSippi river
on Old Jame stown Road. We had
th e kind of driveway that swung to
the right, around to the back of
the house.
Weil, it was late. and I was tired.
I pulled into the driveway, and
when I got to the tu rn , I flipped on
my right turn signaL
Now , I do n't know what that
means, but lat ely I've been able to
catch myself before these things
happen .
It's interesting,that when I
began writing this column, Iwasn't
sure wh er e it was going. It was my
features editor that pointed out to
me the connection between my
mother and automobiles.
In any ev ent, should you see me ·
wandering around campus with an
extrem ely puzzled look on my
face , chances are that I have had
some sort of "run-in" with my
mom.

.

Chris' Law: Your Four Most Important HOltrs Will Be The Worst
If I really thought about it, I
could probably come up with four
hours that were more important to
me, but the column would mean
almost nothing .

So let's as"Sume that the four
hours that I spent in Clark Hall two
Saturdays ago taking my GRE test
were the most important in my life
so far.

by Christopher A.

Duggan

features editor
There are moments in a person's
life that are more important than
others . This cannot be denied .
A couple of weeks ago, on a
Saturday · morning, I spent the
most important (our hours of my.
life so far.

You see, the GRE test will help
to determine whether or not I get
into grad school, my presence at
which will determine whether or
not I get the newspaper job that I
want , and therefore whether or not
I will ever be happy with my life .
I think most college students
probably know what the GRE test
is, or have, at least, heard of it, but
for the benefit of the few that don't,
I will try to explain.

- _\,_.

It is a test that is given to anyone
who wants to get into graduate
school. In that respect, it is similar
to the SAT or ACT test.
If you want a strict definition , it
is a test that carries quite a bit a
weight toward getting one into
grad school, so they only give it
very early in the morning, when
people are at tbeir very worst.
Here 's the way my GRE test
went.
I arose before the sun. Everyth-

ing was going wrong in my personal preparations that morning.
If I weren't growing a beard right
now, I probably would have cut
myself shaving. That's the kind of
morning it was.
I was running late, and my car
needed ga~ , but somehow, I
managed to get there on time.
Once there, I was struck by the
fear that I had forgotten anyone of
the vital items : number two pen-

cils, my admission slip, a photo
LD., but luckily, all the survival
equipment was in place.
After the victims were placed
uniformly in every other seat, we
were read the INSTRUCTIONS.
One of them was , " If you have a
watch with an alarm on it, make
sure it is disarmed, and won't go
off during the ex.a:rn and disturb the
test-takers. "
What she didn't tell us was that
she had whooping cough, and
would be putting forth an enormous distraction for us through
the entire four hours of the test.
Then we had tofili out the personal information portion of the
test sheet. I think that if you can
get through that without a catch,
they should let you in without a
question.
One of the other conditions of
the test was that ldon 't divulge any
of the contents to anybody.

I'm not sure exactly how
specific that is, but if I say anything at all about how irrelevant I
think the content is and publish it
for the entire university to read I
could get in trouble,

th e logic sections.
So basically, here is the story. I
know that I've got wh at it takes to
make it in graduate school and in
the journalism profession.

But then again, the · entire
university doesn't read this paper,
so I guess I could get away with
saying I don't think that much of
the knowledge I utilized during the
test will come in handy at any time
later in my life or in any later
life.

if my good grades in writing and

That may sound egotistical,. but

So in the end I COUldn't tell you if
my score was so wonderful that the
people in Mizzou 's J-school
(school of journalism) will just
look at it and say, "Well, hell, we
have to let this guy in ."
I also don't know that I will be
automatically
disqualified
because of my infantile choices on

journalism classes, plus my
experience in the field and various
honors are any indication , I think I
might be on the mark here .
The problem is letting the folks
in Mizzou know that.
Apparently, the GRE, GMAT,
and related tests were devised to
provide a quick (for them , not us)
way to evaluate a student's
qualifications .
As for me, I am going to see if it
is possible to make it into 'g rad
school purely on the merit of letters of recommendation.
Wish me luck.
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~First Night~

Mixes COllledy And Drallla

by Arthur C. Hoch

plays.
reporter
Danny is discontent, on the verge
of giving his life to Munga Video.
Jack Neary bas been referred to
Then in walks Meredith, a girl that
by some as a catholic Woody
he knew in grade school 20 years
Allen.
, earlier. She, as he put it, had " heavy
It seems every time someone
P " (potential).
comes along who has a certain
She is not there by accident
amount of talent in cinema or stage,
either.
he or she is referred to as a catholic ,
The play mainly consists of
black or female Woody Allen .
Danny and Meredith discussing
Well , I will make no such
Danny's past, then Meredith's past.
camparisons.
She then expresses a desire to be a
"First Night," by Jack Neary, the
part of Danny's future, a big part.
recent University Players' producThere is a catch. Danny seems to
tion, was a mixture of comedy and
remember her gOing off to become a
drama, mostly comedy, starring
nun after grade school , and knows
, Craig Barton and Sandra · Stewartfor a fact that she went through
Cole.
with it.
The story takes place on New
So wbere's the habit-?
Year's Eve in a video rental store
What you find out after a while is
called Munga Video , where Danny
that she's on leave from tbe "nunas(Barton) is manager.
tery" and has come to try to decide
It begins with Danny addressing
whether or not to leave the order for
the audience , similar to the way
Danny, to put it as simply as
Tom
does
in
" The
Glass
possible.
Menagerie ." That, however , is the
She had some revelations while
only similarity between the two
bowling about the whole quandry .

Just _Another Free Rag
by Julio West
columnist
Here at the newspaper we often,
okay , always receive magazines
and other newspapers.
Some are okay but others are
really obnoxious. 1 guess that even
businesses or quasi-businesses
receive junk mail.
The most recent magazine I
have is called "Moving Up." The
subtitle is "the magazine for the
the upperclass student."
But being the generous guy that I
. am I thought I would give the
magazine the benefit of the doubt.
I thought , being rather suspicious,
as all good journalists are, that
this magazine would be a kind of
primer for future yuppies.
But then my generosity took
over and I thought maybe it would
have articles about the stress of
graduation and the increased cost
of upper division classes and
things like that.
As some of you may know, I am
not a big fan of this generation. The
" me " generation , as one of my high
school teachers put it.
Having decided to give the
magazine a try I began to thumb
through it.
My cynicism was proven correct. And from now on I will refer
to this magazine as a rag. a negative term used to describe a
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publication of poor quality . And
besides that it is easier to type.
This rag had articles about
important things like how to deal
with a woman boss , how to bet on
football games, the best job in
America.and an interview with the
CEO of a major corporation .
How to deal with a woman boss?
Don 't we all have mothers or
wives? Everyone knows that
women run most of the households
in America . Most certianly the one
I grew up in and the one in which I
now live .
And then they tell you how to bet
on football games . If you do read
this article and decide to make a
wager please, please call the
Current office and ask for me.
The best job in America? It has
to be this one. I am the only one on
staff that shows up one day a week
and still gets pu blished .
The interview with a major CEO
was not as bad as Ihad anticipated.
He seemed like a pretty downto-earth guy. But the interview
was an excerpt from a book
entitled "Getting Into Money."
Bringing horne the yuppie-ness of
the rag .
There are some other articles in
the rag but my stomach is getting
queasy and the hour is late.
I just hope I don't have any
nightmares, like the one I just
read .

TIle pTay -enm; with the two deciding to give it a try, or so it appears,
after much discussion and some
violence (a movie-box fight).
Grassilli told me before the play
ran that his interpretation of the
play was that when a person's
dreams do come true , they end up
being different than expected.
That comes across in this production pretty well, mainly because of
Barton's portrayal of Danny reacting to the varied happenings in the
story.
Although Stewart-Cole did an
adequate job of playing her role, it
was Barton's show~
He got most of the good laughs, .
and his magical ability of stopping
the action just by snapping his
fingers put hlm in control of the
play.
This , by the way, was an effect
that must have required incredible
exactness in light cues .
As ·funny as Bluton was on the
laugh lines , I thought that there
were parts that were intended to be

PLAIN

serious that did · not come across
that way.
For instance, ther.e is a moment in
which he is talking about his dream
of running a movie theater, a
moment in wh.ich he is revealing his
most private dreams to this person,
and it doesn't h~ the dramatic
impact that I thiILk was originally
intended by the playwright.

"

However. tbe fact that this is
primarily a comedy makes that less
of a problem than if they were doing
"Romeo and Juliet."
In other words, I don't think
audiences missed anything there.
Last weekend was the first time
"First Night" has been staged in
Missouri. It has run in Boston and
San Diego, and has received favorable reviews.
What the future has in store for
this play and Jack Neary only the
future can tell .
As for me , I think they both have
heavy P,

BANANAS

John Grassilli

Tim Solinger

In a place called Mystic, '
six people are searching for
the perfect romance.
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Little- known fact of American history: in the
19th century an Indian tribe called the
Happy Campers t'oarned the plains, exuding a
unique warmth and good cheer.
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Upsets Riverm en ., 3 -2

English Deprives

by Tom Kovach
sports ed.i tor
While the Rivermen picked up '
their 12th victory with a 2-0 victory
over Metropolitan State, one Don
Dallas stood with his arms crossed
and a· bit of concern over his face.
"We didn't·play very well," Dallas
quickly pointed out. .
Maybe Dallas foreshadowed the
team's loss the next dl\Y as the 14th
ranked Oakland Univerisity took
advantage of the Rivermen's
inability to control the second half
and won, 3-2.
"They beat us. to tile ball," Dallas
admitted afterwarqs.
Pioneer coach Gary Parsons
attributed the victory to a late goal
in the first half. "I think the key was
gettlng the goal before halftime. We
knew we played poorly in the first
half and we didn't play with much
intensity. We were fortunate that we
got that goal," Parsons said.
Before the Pioneers scored three
straight goals, the Ftivermen jum- .
ped on the board first with iwo'
goals.
Oakland's Earl Parris attempted
to clear the ball .out of his own zone,
but Ron Schonoff was alert enough
to pickoff the hall, aim and lob it
over goalie Ralph Torre's into the .
upper-right hand corner to give the
men a 1-0 lead.
Next, Mark Keller directed a COfnerkick to Scott Wibbenmeyer. Wib·
benmeyer managed to squeeze
between two Pioneer players for a
head ball. But the ball hit the ground
and landed right in front of Warren '.
Dey. Dey scored and the Rivermen
looked as if they were going to knock .
off a top twenty team.
But the Pioneers got their first
go·a l of the game when Sel Eren took
a pass from Raul Delgado and
knocked it over the head of goalie
Jeff Robben.
In the second half the Rivermen
had many chances to add an
insurance tally.
First, Mark Keller took a hard
shot that Torre scooped off the
ground.
But the best opportunity came
when John Galkowski took a pass
and broke away by himself . But the
play was whistledoffsides .

Baseball Junkie
by Michael McMurran
reporter

RUN, RUN, RU N: Mark Keller, pursued by a Oakland player, passes off to Warren Dey. Dey scored the
second and final goal for the Rivermen. But Oakland won, 3-2.
• Afterwards, the Rivermen had,!
diffuclt time getting the offense into
action. For a majority of the second
half, the Pioneers dominated with
aggressive defense and a willing
offense.
Thier efforts paid off when Alan
Stewart scored the first oftwo goals
on the evening.
At the 66:29 mark, Stewart blasted
a 20 yard shot past Robben to tie the
game at 2-2.
Stewart added another goal when
he took a pass from John Stewart at
the 80:06 mark to give Oakland the 32 win.
With the victory, Oakland climbs
from .14th to third place ' in the
national ran kings , while the Rivermen tumble from 2nd to 10th.
"I thought we played a more
upbeat game in the second half, "
Parsons said. "It was a matter of
being patient and hoping that guys

would score."
Dallas, onthe other hand, said his
team had chances to put away the
game in the second half.
"We had some golden opportunties to get that third goal. And in the
second half, they worked harder
than we did. We made a couple of
mistakes by not clearing the ball ,"
Dallas said.
Against the Metropolitan State
Roadrunners, the Rivermen got on
the scoreboard early . Keller began
the play by sending a corner kick
pass to Wibbenmeyer. He headed
the ball past goalie Craig Lammering at 8:04 , giving the men a 1-0
lead.
But the Riv ermen, according to
Dallas, laid back after the first goal
and almost. paid for it.
Metropolitan State's Mis Mark
took a rising shot that hit the
crossb!lf. Then Abdul- AI-Majid

headed a ball that hit the inside of
the crossbar and came back out.
Later the Rivermen would wrap
the game at-the 82:04 mark. On a free
kick, Galkowski blasted the ball past
Lammedng for a 2-0 lead.
Robben made seven saves, while
earning his 27tb carrer shutout.
On Friday and Saturday, the
Rivermen travel to Florida to take
on the Jacksonville Dolphins and
the South Florida Bulls.
At 1 p.m. on Friday , the Rivermen , for the first time ever, will
play the Dolphins. The Dolphins are
led by Kurt Tierney and goalie
Robert Rojahn.
Saturday at 4 p.m., the Rivermen
take on the Bulls in Tampa, Fla.
Wednesday night, the Rivermen
return home to play the Northeast
Missouri State at 7:30 p.m. Earlier
this year , the Rivermen defeated
the Bulldogs , 1~0 •

Women 6-1 0 After Two Shutout W"ns
by Jim Wieners

reporter
Ever since the season started , the
women 's soccer team has been having much bad luck as six of their first
ten losses were by one goal and only
two of them were by more than
two goals .
"Our losses overlooked our performance ,"
said
midfielderl
forward Laurie AIdy. " If we would
have had a half a goal for eveygoal
post (or crossbar) we hit , we would
be winning games."
Last week, however, the Riverwomen had a perfect week with two
shutout victories; 3-0 over Lewis
University and 2-0 over Maryville
. College . Those two wins leaves
Head Coach Ken Hudson two victories shy of 100 career wins.
Hudson is now 98-37-9 in eight
years of coaching at UM-St. Louis .
Last Saturday at Romeoville,
Illinois, the Riverwomen, according

to Hudson, "totally dominated the
whole game," with Stephanie Gabbert leding the way with two
assists
"The defense played fairly
smart," Hudson said , only allowing
one weak Lewis shot on goal.
"Lewis didn 't show as much since
we controlled the whole game. "
The Riverwomen grabbed a 2-0
halftime lead . Kellie Leach took a
lead pass from Gabbert , scoring the
eventual game-winner. Jenny Zingg
padded the lead as she recieved a
pass from Gabbert and shot, " a 15 foot arrow ," according to Hudson.
The insurance goal statred when
Aldy took a pass from Gabbert. Aldy
passed off to Ann Marie Mangin, who
knocked in her first goal on the
season.
Three ,days earlier, Aldy put in a
pair of goals as the women put away
the host Saints with ease.
Throughout t he season , the team
has had numerous chances to score

goals . But this game was different, ' only two sho ts on go al. Both shots
according to Hudson .
were weak and one of them sailed
"We put it away with the chances
ove r the net .
we had ," he said.
" Our back field has played great
Aldy 's first goal was a header off a
(this season) even th ough we lost a
crossing pas s from Kellie Leach at
lot of gam es ," AIdy said.
25:25 . "It was a real good ball and
Offensively, the five goals scored
nobody marked me ," Aldy said.
this weekend were a season high.
The goal by Aldy was on a
Tonight the Riverwomen play
breakaway at 49:20 when she took a
th eir las t home game of the season
lead pass from Lynne Steinert and
when the Un iversity of Missouriflicked it past Saints' keepe r Trilby
Ro lla co mes to the UM-St. Louis
Tayman. "They were not marking
Soccer Stadium.
Also. tonight is amateur soccer
up ," Aldy said .
''That is good to see her (Aldy) .night. Ail amateur level soccer
score some nice go als ," Hudson
players in tbe St. Louis area will be
admitted
free
with
proper
boasted.
Against
Maryville ,
Hudson
identification.
Sunday the Rivewomen will be
switched Aldy from forward to mid seeking revenge against Southern
fielder. " Our style is midfielder
play. We overlap (the forwards and
Illinois University at Edwardsville
midfielders) so the midfielders can
at the Bob Guelker Field. Game
time is set for 2 p.m.
score goals. "
Last ye ar the visiting Lady
Defensively the Riverwomen
Cougars defeated tbe Riverwomen
kept the Saints from even having a
4-2.
chance to score as Maryville had

the English Monarch. Strike two.
This past summer, I decided that
'if I wanted to graduate on schedule, I
Ever since that hot summer day
would have to enroll in the summer
1964, the day my grandmother took
session .. Having barely passed
me to my first Cardinal haseball
game, I have been an avid Cardinal ' Shakespeare, and having some bachaseMli fan. While I was in seventh
kround in the development of the
English
language,
I
figured
grade, my teachers could tell if
there was a day haseball game by
"Modern Drama" would be least
likely to include "thee's and thou's ."
my absence . In the morning I would
go to the bus stop, however, the bus
Dr. Peter Wolfe was teaching the
that I boarded was Bi-State, and my
course, and he seemed as likely as
destination was Busch Stadium. The
anyone to understand that summer
session is suppose to be easier than
'67 and '68 World Series only
increased my passion for the Redregular session. Foul ball.
One of the requirements for Dr.
birds, while the team's poor perforWolfe's class was to attend a play
mances from '69 - '82 provided many
and write a review of the play. So, on
individual highlights . Some of those
a Saturday evening, I attended a
highlights included Bob Forsch's
play at WaShington University,
first no-hitter and Lou Brock's
3000th hit.
...
unescorted. Once in Malinkrodt
Theater , I had no problem finding a
With the arrival of Whitey Herzog
seat, as I was one of 25 or so viewing
in St.Louis, each and every year has
the play. Contrary to what my
the potential of a banner season.
review said, the play was boring .
. The '82, '85 and '87 Championship
Driving home that evening I hapseasons only increased my need for
pened to pass Busch Stadium , and
Cardinal baseball. Women, friends
being the Cardinal fan that I am
and even jobs have come and gone,
(remember where I started?) I
but Cardinal baseball always has,
tuned in Jack Buck on KMOX radio.
and (please God) always will be
It just so happens that on thatvery
there. Nothing, I thought, could
evening, the evening that I was
deny me my "fix" of 30-35 Cardinal
games a year, nothing fhat is except
viewing a play for a Modern Drama
Imaybe studying English at UM-St.
class, the Cardinals and Cubs were
. Louis.
playing in front of over 50,000 fans .
My first indication that things
The game was tied 1-1 in the bottom
of the ninth inning, when Tom
would change came the morning
after game three of the '87 World
Brunansky stepped to the plate and
hit, as Jack Buck described it, "a
Series. I was enrolled in Dr. Terence
Martin's Shakespeare class, and a
dramatic, game winning; home
run." Does it take an English major
quiz was scheduled . One o( the
to see the irony of this story? I
major advantages of being an
think not.
English major, I feel, is being able to
Another mandatory 300 level
manipulate the language to work in
English class that has prevented me
your advantage, or, if you will, being
from not only attending Cardinal
able to "b.s. " Knowing that Dr. Marbaseball games, but from having
tin was from Britian, and knowing
any social life at all is Modern
how he prides himself on his attire
English Grammar.To quote one of
(he is the best dressed instructor on
St. Louis's most famous and
campus), I decided to manipulate
recognizable individuals, Whitey
the language and try to get the quiz
Herzog, "there are a lot of people
rescheduled. "Good morning, sir," I
out there who don 't say 'ain't', that
made sure that I used the proper
'ain't feeding their families. " Need I
honorific, "you look sharper today
say more?
than usual." He smiled as he opened
And finally, there resides a genbis briefcase. Not to worry, I saved
tleman in Lucas Hall named Dr .
the best for last, "Excuse me sir, but
you WOUldn't schedule a quiz the
William Hamlin. For those of you
.morning. after Britian had won a
who have not had the pleasure, Dr .
World Cup Soccer Match, would
Hamlin is by far the best arguer that
you?" Again he smiled , closed his
I have ever met. He is so good at
briefcase, and responded " I played
arguing that I feel he his wasting his
rugby ," as he passed out the quiz.
talents teaching. Rather he should
Strike one.
be a defense lawyer. If Dr. Hamlin
My next encounter with English
defended Charley Manson, he would
be a free man today. Just once
started innocently enough as I was
studying the course catalouge, try though, I would love to see Dr.
Hamlin get into an argument with
ing to find a class that would satisfy
one of my 300 level literature
National League umpire Doug Harrequirements. I stumbled across a
vey . Harvey would have the
privilege of doing what most
course entitled 'Restoration,' or
something like tbat, and reading on
English majors on this campus
discovered that Drysdale , or so I
would give their writing hands £01;.,
thought, was .one of the authors.1f . throwing Hamlin out of the game
before he could state his point of
Don Drysdale was one of the
view.
authors, 'Restoration' could only
mean abolishing the American
There is one advantage of studyLeague designated hitter rule.·
ing English, that can be applied to
Naturally, I enrolled in the course.
baseball. When my students ask me
Was I .ever surprised to find out it
why the 'H' in AI Harborsky's name
was not Drysdale, but rather
is not pronounced, I will have the
Dryden, and 'Restoration' refered to
correct answer for them.

in
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Greenpeace, Nike Disagree On Shoes
by Tom Kovach
sports editor

Greenpeace USA, an environmental organization, has accused '
several major sport-shoe manufactures of using kangaroo leather in
their products, but at least one of the
manufacturers denies that claim.
In a news release written by
Greenpeace,
the
organization
claimed that Nike, Puma, New
Balance and Adidas used kangaroo
leather on sneakers, until a successful organized boycott in Europe in
1986.
But a Nike representative denied
that her company has ever produced
shoes with kangaroo leather.
" I talked to our developers and
they flat out said 'no,' ".said Karen
Sparks, the Nike public relations
representative. " Nike doesn't use
kangaroo leather. We use synthetic
durabeck leather that feels like
grain leather . We have revolutionzed durabeck leather"
Greenpeace, however, contends
that Nike did at least produce one
type of kangaroo leatber shoe,
. called Timpo-D.
A Greenpeace spokesperson told
the Current that Nike had affirmed
its use of kangaroo leather in a response to a form l~tter sent out by
Greenpeace requesting manufacturers to stop . producing the
leather.
According to Greenpeace, in 1986
Nike official Bill Brodie sent the
organization a Telex responding to
the Greenpeace reqllest.
In the Telex, Brodie confirmed to
Greenpeace that Nike woulcl produce some shoes with kangaroo

leather
in
its
1987
line,
Greenpeace said .
Sparks refused to provide information about the correspondence
between Nike and Greenpeace, but
reiterated that N ike has never produced kangaroo leather shoes_
Greenpeace ,
According
to
kangaroo~ are hunted mainly for
their pelts, which are made into
sneakers . Now Greenpeace's major
goals are to target running shoe
manufacturers and to support U.S
legislation to ban the importation of
kangaroo leather.
Greenpea ce also alleged that they
had asked Adidas to curtail the
manufacturing of kangaroo leather
on all sneakers. but said that Adidas
had refused to comply .
"We had asked Adidas to stop the
manufacture of kangaroo leather ,
and thev didn't do it," said Leilani
Anders~n, Kangaroo Campaign
Manager for Greenpeace USA in
Washington, D.C.
But Adidas, in a statement, insists
that they are making an attempt to
find alternatives to producing
kangaroo leather .
"Until this substitute material is
found or our consumers stop asking
for sh.o es with kangaroo leather, I
must inform you that Adidas will
continue to use this material in a
very few, select models in our footwear, " the statement said .
"We tell people that we make a
limited number of shoes with
kangaroo le;lther, " said Elizabeth
Gav.in, an Adidas public relations
representative .
Other shoe manufactures, such as
New Balance, say that the boycott in
Europe was a major factor in drop-

ping kangaroo leather from their
sneakers.
The Australian kangaroo hunt has
been called the largest slaughter of
wild mammals in the world. The
consulate to tlie United States from
in
Chicago
Australia, based
estimated that close to 2.9 million
kangaroos were killed from January
to May, 1988 . .
The conSUlate said that 1.74
million kangaroos were killed in the
Queensland state alone.
Greenpeace contends that the
official Austrailian estimate of the
govermment regulated hunt is
underestimated by about one
million.
"The Australian government continues to escalate this kangaroo
estimated
one
genocide ... IAln
million roos will be killed outstide
the commercial quota, " a Greenpeace press release claimed.
The Australian consulate said
that Greenpeace figures on the
illegal kills may be fairly accurate,
although he could not provide
specific information confirming the
environmental group's claim.
Greenpeace contends that money
made selling kangaroo leather
should be banned.
"Killing animals for profit is not
wildlife management, but thinlyveiled, commercial exploitation,"
Anderson said. "Clearly tbe best
way to end the kill is to close the
markets for kangaroo products."
Currenhy, Represenative Robert
Mrazek (D-N.Y.) has proposed a bill
in the House that would sbut down
U.S. markets, but that bill is being
held Op because a sub-committee
has refused to hear testimon~

Current Player ' of the .Week
Jean Oae hn- Women's

Volleyball

Mark Kelle .... Men's Soccer

L:aut.i e Aldy- Wome.n's Soccer

Mwouri·R,olla Bartl enough of
Keller during Tuesday "night's
gantf'. He was tripped It(>ire in thl.'
penalty box and captiaJi:rf'd 00 bo.,h

ThmllghJQ,,' the Sea80rl. Aldy hall
tJ.;l.'tI Olle oj t hI.' pl«-YI.'r3 I hal Hend .
Coach Hudson can reh· on. She
shJJlrPd hl.'r abilities tu she had IlI'u
goullJ "lid oije (lUI'SI agaimt Uolris
'Ullif'l.'rAiry .a nd Maryl'ille C,ollege.

.;'

Agai R81 Washinglun Unit'ersily,
DUf'hn had u .600 hi ttingpercenluge
nnd two blnc k&. Her coach Denise
Si Lt:f'.,l er, had n~l hi ng bUl prai.3e JQr
her perJurmunce.
--She dom inated the middle and
plaJed great." ,aid SihlMler.

opporlunities.
.4gainll
ropolitfm Statf', Keller ~I I~p

vn

a

corner kick /0
Wibbenmeyer.

R

Mf'I"
pUJ.l'
SNiIl

Last Week
Volleyb all

Men's Soccer

Def. ,U cKendree Co.llege
15·2, 1 5-17, 15-4 and 15·13

Def. M,,'roppUiinn S •• 2 ;0
(Wi.bbemnf!Yer, Galko."lCi; ao·libe,,·
,
SO)
Lou toOaleland U, 3·2
(ScMrw/f, Dey)

Def. Lake Superior S"
11 -2, 15-13,8-15 and 15·7

Next Week
Woman's VQlleyball
(ll(J(JX af CRlllrat Mo. Tour. (4 p.m.)

al(~)· l'~" UiHKC (1 p,m.)

. Meo's Soccer-

away ~~. Jacksonville (3 p.m.)
uJ&lr (0 Oakland U
11 -1 5, 15·9 15·11, 2~15 and 10-15

'away VII., Soruh Florida (1 p.m.)
Women's Soccer
home

Lou to lJ'!'ayne SIllt.e
.
15-10,3.15.12.15 a,",8-15

Lou to Lake Superior State '
15--10,9- 15, 10·15 and 6-15

DeJ.LeWJiaiJ,3.0

(Leach, Zirtgg. Mairgin, Allen-SQ)

Def. MU"Y"ille, Z·'
(Aldy·Z Allen-SO)

J;/I

Nm',hedst . Mo. St; (7:30
p.~)

Women's S~ce-r
away t'sSlV·£ (1 p.m.)
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"THIS IS WHOOPI GOLDBERG'S .
BEST WORK SINCE 'THECOWR PURPLE'.
HER TALENT AND ACTING SKILLS
POUR FORm:'
- Richmond Shepard, WNEW-AM RADIO (N.Y.)

''Whoopi Goldberg gives a performance of such wisdom
and tenderness .that she reaches new height:) as
a dramatic actress of substance and
strength ... 'Clara's Heart' has
certainly captured mine."
- Rex Reed, AT THE MOVIES

''Whoopi Goldberg's best
dramatic performance
to date."
-Judith Crist

"Wonderful teamwork.
WhoOpi
Goldberg
. .
.'

IS unpressIve.
Neil Patrick Harris
makes a smashing
debut."
-Guy Flatley, COSMOPOLITAN

Whoopi Goldberg

Rene Rowe

OVE R T HE WA LL: Stephanie Hahn attempts to spike the ball over two Washington University Bear
players, The Netters won, 15-12, 15-9, and 15-6

Netters Win 1 In Michigan
by Michael McMurran
reporter
When the UM-St. Louis Women's
Volleyball te am beat McKendree
College, they left the stat e of Illnois
with much antici pation towards the
next stop-Michigan.
But little did they know what they
would encounter in the Great
. Lakes State,
Last Tuesday evening, the women
begin the road trip to McKendree
College to play an individual gdm e
against the host Bear Cats . Head
Coach Denise Silvester's Netters
improved their 1988 record to 13-8
by defeating the ho st squad 15 -2 , 1517,15-4 and 15-13 .
.
Then things begin to slide for the
Riverwom en as they traveled to
Rochester , Michigan to take part in
the Oakland University Tourna ment. The Riverwomen, though
started play against Lake Superior
State on Saturday evening with a 112, 15 -13 , 8-15 and 15-7 victo ry.

Unfortuna tely , that was the on ly
t aste of victory the Netters were to
experience the entire wee kend.
The host Oakland Univers ity
Squad was n ext for the Riverwome n ,
and the Pioneers pr evailed 11 -1 5,
15-9 , 15-11. 2-15 and 10-15.
The next opponent for Silveste r 's
Riverwom en was the ladi es fro m
Wayne State University, The ' etters managed only one ma t ch victory against a team that has be en
ranked in the Top Twenty ea rlier
this Season, losing 15-10 , 3-15, 12-15
and 8"15 .
In 't he final game of the to urn ament , the Netters again fa ced the
Lake Superior State Team , onl:; wit h
different results. The ladies from
Michigan avenged their earli er loss
by defeating the Ri ve rwom en 15-10,
9-15 , 10-15 and 6-15.
This week the Netters will enter tain Was hington University before
packing their bags to take part in the
Central
Missouri
State
Tournament.

Teams c.ompeting in the tournament are E. Texas , the University of
Nebras ka-Omaha , Northeast Missour i, Ce ntral Missouri andUMSLLou i .

. "J f an untimely

p~ncy

personal crisis in

)QUI'

presents a
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LET US HELP YOUI"
FREE TEST-Can

dct«:t pregnancy 10 days a~r it begins!

IMMEDIATE RESULTS
Professional counseling & assi.",nce

An

WARNER BROS. Presents
MTM ENTERTAINMENT Production WHooPI GOLDBERG "CLARA'S HEART" MICHAEL ONTKEAN

KATHLEEN QUINLAN , SPALDING GRAY ' BEVERLY TODD aJXi intnxtucing NEIL PATRICK HARRIS
Mosie by

DAVE GRUSIN

Based upon !he novel by JOSEPH

~G-13lpARElITSST11O IILY CAUTIOIIED ~ I
............., ............... terC....... IJIIiIf I!

Ex..:utive Produce{ MARIANNE

OLSHAN

®

MOLONEY S=cnplay by MARK MEOOFF
MARTIN ELFAND Directed by ROBERT MULUGAN
ODI~~r
.
Wl\RNERBROS.

Produced by

NSB:..ECnDn-EATFa

"B

... ""ARNER a:~I),IUNJC,'TfOt.,S COMPANY
"""""- ........ 0\lIl .................

'C'OMING SOON TO A THEATRE NEAR YOU

AU services FREE and confidential
St- leu;" .... . ........ 962-5300
Ball .... n: .... ...... .... . l27·2266
BrirlIaoo: .. ...... .... 221-8775
SI. Chaclcs: ...... ; .. 72.... 1200
fumpron South: 962·3653

HOW TO
ENRICH

YOUREDUCATION
BY $1,000
A MONTH.

nuclear reactor nnd propulsion planl
technology.
As a Navy officer, you'll iend the
. adventure while gaining high-level experience thllt will help make you a leader in
one of the world's high-tech industries.
In addition to the professional
advantages, nuclear-trained of/ieers get
nn unbemuble benefits package,
travel opportunities, promotions and
a solid salary.
rind out' more about the Navy
Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate
Program, and make your educati{)n start
paying off today. Call Navy Management Programs: 1-800-446-6289

If you're a math, engineering or physical
sciences major, you could be earning
$1,000 a month during your junior and
senior years.
This excellent opportunity is parr of
the Navy Nuclear Propulsion Officer
Candidate Program, It's one of tht! most
prestigious ways or entering the nuclear
field - and rewarding, too. You get a
$4,000 bonus upon entrance into the
program, ami $2,000 more when you
complete your Naval studies.
You also receive a year of paid
graduate-level training thaI's the most
comprehensive in the world, And you'll
acquire expertise with state-orothe-art

Clara's Heart

ow to run your
owns ow
.:.
The American Express· Card can playa starring role
virtually anywhere you shop, from Thisa to Thailand.
Whelher you're buying a TI or a T-shirt. So during college
and after, it's Ihe perfect way to pay for ju<;t about
evel)1hing you' II want.

How to get the Card now.
College is the first sign of success. And because we believe
in your potential, we've made it easier to get the American
Express Card right now. Whether you're a freshman, senior
or grad student, look info our new auwmatic approval
offers,' For details. pick up an applicalion on campUs, Or
caill-SOO-THE-CARD and ask for a student application.

The American Express Carel.
Don'l Leave School Without It'"
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Year Of The -M ud
Campaign managers must think
the ~eneral population is pretty
dumb. ·For the most part, they are
conSidering that Richard Nixon won
in '68 and"72.

lnsideView
by Kevin Kleine
managing editor
Politics is a dJrty business. That's
been a fact of the game almost from
day one. But there has been an
incredible amount of mudslinging
in every race from the most obscure
city official right up to the presidential campaign.
If it temains at the present rate, I
wouldn't be surprised to see the
EPA slap politicians with a fine for
soil erosion.
This is the year of mud. It's a
fashionable
trend
among
politicians. It's a status sym bol; like
Pierre Cardin or something.
How can candidates expect the
public to put them in positions of
responsiblity when their cQmmercials are indicative of the behavior
of a grade schooler?'
For instance, the now famo'u s
"Lips" comercial supporting Betty
Hearnes that stars John Ashcroft
with superimposed lips singing. a
derogatory little jingle makes me
laugh that a candidate for governor
would stoop to such childish tactics
and expect them to actually work.
I wanted to ask Lynne Hearnes
(Betty's daughter) about that when
she was here last Wednesday, but
the libertarians had me cornered
and she blew out the door before I
could catch her. All the people at the
candidate forum had the same
answers to the same questions, but
when the chance arose they blamed
their opponent for something.

The Hearnes campaign stole its
catchy -tune from a Ray Hartman
editorial in the Riverfront Times
that read: "Asbcroft's got plenty of
nothin' and nothin's plenty for him. "
The Hearnes campaign took the
editorial out of context. In reality
Hartman intended a veiw 180
degrees of the Hearnes commercial, according to his editorial last
week.
To me, this is about the political
equivalent to tying your own shoe to
a chair leg.

It's scary to see the name NIXON
on a ballot. I was only about nine
years old when Watergate hit, and it
still gives me nightmares. So when I
saw that Jay Nixon was running
against Danforth for the U.S.
Senate, I thought: "a nephew,
maybe?"
No matter how good Nixon is, he
has the stigma of a name . When the
-'n ame is heard on TV, all the cockroaches hide under the freezer and
if my cat is. in the room she arches
her back and hisses .
Somewhere in Washington, D.C.
there is probably a haunted house
. set up for Halloween where someone in a Nixon mask jumps out from
behind a corner and screams "four
more years." Democrats and
Republicans alike flee to the exits
just from the sheer terror of it. And
good 01' Jay expects to win? Change
your name to Lincoln, Jay .
What's most scary of all is the
-logic used in campus elections.
The ballots seemed kind of
strange to me. Those of you who
voted, and surprisingly many did,
will know what I'm talking about. At
the top of the ballot, there were
spaces for eight names. There were
no candidates though! How in the
hell can any body be a good ~ep
resenative of the people if it only
takes a handful of votes among those
who voted to win? Personally, !think
the whole thing is open to a lot of
criticism.
Not only were the ballots questionable, but also tbe way ID's were
marked to assure only one vote per
person. A dot from a magic marker
was all that indicated that someone
had voted. A little ingenuity is all it
took to remove the spot. Anyone
could do it. I could have voted multiple times, but I thought it might b~
fun to raise these questions and see
what kind of response I get. I don't
know the election results as I'm
"'Titing this, so it could be that the
side I wanted to win stuffed the
ballot box also .
I'm not accusing people of anything; I'm merely bring.ing up the
point that it could have happened
and that the way . The ballot was
designed was incredibly stupid.
We will have election results in
this paper, so if say the Mark Twain
renovation passed and you don't like
it get a group of angry protesters
together to bitcb about it and see
what happens.
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How Do You Spell No Respect?

Golf Tips
by John Kilgore
. special projects editor
Are all the children ou t of the
room? Good. Now, maybe we can
ha ve a frank and open discussion of
the "L" word , L-I-B-E -R-A-L .
For those of you who haven't been
paying attention, George Bush, in a

desperate attempt to get himself
elected president, has attempted to
revise history by blaming all the
problems of the past 50 years on
those "way -out liberals" who think
it is better to solve problems than to
ignore them.
But George, aren't liberals the
folks that brought us Social
Security, Medicare and Civil
Rights ? Don't liberals promote
environmental
awareness
and
friendly relations with the Soviets?
And aren't conservatives the same
people who initially opposed all
these things but now support
them?
It makes you wonder just what
other progress will be delayed if
Bush and his ilk retain control of the
White House.
Read my lips: WE ARE 1.1
TRILLION DOLLARS DEEPER IN
DEBT THAN WE WERE EIGHT
YEARS AGO. REAGAN AND BUSH

HAVE GOTTEN US DEEPER IN
DEBT THAN ALL PREVIOUS 39
PRESIDENTS COMBINED.
Do these facts somehow suggest
to you that George Bush will better
be able to manage the national
budget than a governor who has
balanced 10 budgets in a row ? If so,
please tell me how. (Use your secret
Star-Wars decoder ring.)
If it isn't about spending money
and if conservatives are going to
steal all the good ideas the liberals
have anyway, then why is it that the
Bush liberal-bashing seems to be so
effective? What is' at the heart of th is
fear that seems to grip the
American voter when the "L" gang
rides into town to duel with the boys
from the "Everything is A-O .K.
Corral?"
The answer is simple : The
American taxpayer will always vote
for the candidate who promises to
waste more money on defense than

his opponent. It doesn't matter that
the weapons don 't work, we'll buy
them anyway'
We believe in the fairy tale that
says, "Give the Pentagon everything they want and maybe the Evil
Empire will just go away. " But they
won't go away. There has always
been an Evil Empire and there will
always be an Evil Empire. Even a
Star-Wars won 't save the Magic
Kingdom forever.
So what can the Magic Kingdom
do? We can grow up and realize that.
it isn't weapons that make peace,
but men that make peace. Reasonable men who support reasonable
defense systems. Like the Duke
says , ,"We have to make the tough
choices. "
It may be easier to vote for
George Bush, but after somebody
runs up a trillion dollars on my
account, I take the credit card away
from him.

Life During Wartime: In The Fast Lane
byJ. Sih
reporter
"Heard of a v';:m loaded with
tickets
packed up and ready to go.
Heard of some radar out by
Highway '70
and places nobody knows.
The sound of sirens off in the
distance
I'm getting used to it now
Been stopped in Bel·Ridge
Been stopped in Bel-Nor
Driving all over this town .. .'.
-with apologies to Mr. Byrne
You're late for class. Maybe
even an exam . You woke up late,
or you didn't count on having to fill
an empty tank pulling out of the
driveway this morning _ You have
the radio on a bit too lOUd. You are
not yet fully awake. You are
thinking about what you are going
to write for the essay ques'tion.
You are trying to remember
equations for the quiz .
You are driving too fast.
You risk being pulled over by
Normandy 's finest on a day that is
so sunny and clear it could break
the heart of a practiced cynic.
They coat the St. Louis metropolitan area like measles on a
hapless first grader. They are
radar dectectors. They number
somewhere between 220 and 250
cover'ing an area bounded by the
the Missouri River, the Mississippi, and the St. Louis/
Jefferson County line to the south.
They are a damn good reason to
slow down . It is also against the
law to drive faster than the speed
limit.
But you know that. I'm not here

to be your conscience. I'm here to
tell you, my comrade commuters ,
that an unwary motorist can do
some really stupid things and wind
up regretting these things for a
long time - like every time you
get an auie· insurance premium in
the mail. I'm here to stop you from
doing stuff so stupid that only
someone as shameless and stupid
as I am would be able to properly
inform you . Despair not. There is
hope , but it might cost ya. First,
the free poop .
Intersection of Hanley Road and
Underhill, Hanley Hills.
Intersection of Highway 70 and
Florissant Road , Cool Valley.
Intersection of Highway 170 and
Natural Bridge, Bel-Ridge.
The elbow bend on Highway 170
just past the St. Charles Rock exit,
Bel-Ridge .
The schoolyard on Natural
Bridge Road (northside) just a
block east of the main entrance to
UMSL-South Campus, Normandy.
Intersection <;If Hanley and
Natural Bridge, in either the Shell
station, the City Hall, or the justeast drugstore, Bel-Ridge.
The entire Normandy Road cutthrough , a residential section with
a road that connects the main
entrance of UMSL-North Campus
to St. Charles Rock Road. Bel-Nor.
Remember that sticking the
radar gun out of a car window is no
longer required for the newer ,
more sophisticated machines that
even the tiniest little
municipalities have found it in
their coffers to buy.
Remember that radar detectors
are illegal in certain .areas and I'm
not sure which those are so I leave
that up to you to find out.

Remember that traveling behind
a pack of cars is probably safer
when in doubt.
Remember to buckle your safety
belt because that is the law.
Remember that a majority of
the police cars used in these
operations are unmarked or do not
bear that familiar configuratio of
si ngle- color -Ford -Fairmont-w i tha- boxy -row- of-flas hers-on -top.
There are probably more speed
traps than the ones that I have
been able to find out about, and if
anyone would like to contribute to
this list, please don't hesitate to
drop me a line. I will print them.
The bulk of this information you
see here has been learned (painfully at times) by yours truly. My
fervent wish is that it does not
come too late, but if it does, well,
here's the part that will take some
money.
You have a ticket for a moving
violation. They have your driver's
license. You 're going to drive 10
that obscure municipality's city
hall (a trailer or two-room building). You are about to pay the $3050 fine and get it back.
WRONG. If you pay that ticket,
it functions as a "guilty as
charged" plea and it will go on
your record. There will be points
against you that will also go on
this record. Worse still , any
diligent insurance company who
runs an MVR (Motor Vehicle
Record) on you will discover this
violation and will feel compelled
to raise your insurance rales.
Find a lawyer. A good one. prefe ra bly one that a friend has
worked with or even one your
parents like, if you don't mind
your parents knowing about these

things. Shop in Clayton. They 're
pretty easy to find there. Find a
lawyer with a fast car, if possible.
They're more sympathetic.
If your license didn 't get taken
away , you can give your lawyer the
ticket and call him in a week or
two. It never hurts to ask
(POLITELY) to keep your license
IF POSSIBLE. The most any
police officer will tell you is no. If
you only have a ticket and your ID
is being held in lieu of bail , make
sure to photocopy your ticket at
your lawyer 's office or you will be
driving without a license , which is
also illegal. You keep the original.
If you're lucky, if the court
decides to be easy on you, you'll
wind up paying your lawyer some
and the folks who wrote your ticket a similar sum. But YOUR
RECORD will be clean (or
deaner) than if you'd just gone
along with everything' like they
wanted you to. Your insurance
premiums will remain at the
same-if-ridiculously-steep fee as
they were before. Drivers in the
under-25 year-old bracket are
milked for the most money of any
ins ured drivers . even more than
the over·SO-year-olds .
As I said earlier. exceeding the
speed limit is against the law. I do
not encourage people to drive too
fast. especiall~' when it consumes
precious fossil fuel If I were king
I'd completely dispense with cars
in favor of a more fuel-efficient
mass transit system. like any
CIVILIZED city. But then. this IS
life during wartime . If you can .
avoid getting hit. well. hey - that's
a pint of blood I've spared you
from losing. If you need me . I'll be
in my foxhole hunched over my
soyrations .
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Behind The Brown Door: Mumbling Profs
To the editor:
I have several comments in response to J. Sih's trite and boring
editorial
I"Notes
From
Underground: Congrals In Order,"
. Oct. 131:
Some of us skip class because
some of the teachers don 't reallv
teach. They bumble and mumble
through some chapter we were told
to read before coming to class. How
about the professors who threaten
to demote your letter grade if you
skip? Well, I paid for the class and I
guess I'm old enough to pay for
stupidity , too.
When is the last time J . Sih tried
to locate a teacher for answers to
questions? Many only have a big,
locked brown door representing
themselves here at UM-St. Louis.
Trying to talk to the dean or his/her
assistant? Forget it. Their secretaries went to the same schools as
the preSident's secret service
men .
Maybe the teachers are having to
work two jobs, one at the gas station,
because they can't have tenure. Our

money gucs tu such great cuncepts
as the Vic-Tanny-Mark-TwainYuppie work out place. Maybe we
should pay the library cops more
money every time we're busted for
M&Ms at T.J .
I think one of the neatest things
our money went to was rebuilding
the founder's circle with country
club bricks. How come security
knows whey to give me a ticket but
didn't catch the person who stole my
radiator cap? I only found out after I
was a smoking oblivion on I-70.
And spare us students with brains
that garbage pseudo-crud: " ... the
horizon like a layer of rich , brown
sewage." Barf. Gee-whiz, redundancy is repetitive. She named a lot
of cities that could use clearner air.
When was the last time Sih went to
Seattle? Or has she? It is one of the
cleanest cities in the United States.
" ... Keep this space free of error."
Oh, sure.
By the way, who has time to read
Hefty Bag boxes?
Sih has valid points, but on her
most major one, she contradicts
herself. She suggests stUdents don't

care. but [ilt'll admits those "_ .. who
are d~epest for something. anything
to brlllg them out of the academic
abyss. "
.
I have never used Cliffs Notes or
term-papers-on-file servi ce, But
. thanks for the insult. Since when are
study groups negative? One does not
progress understanding by osmosis .
Believe you? Oh yeah. you and the

guys Oil uH:YCles who try to sell me a
soul around dinnertime.
While Sih has a lot to say. and is
sappily cute. the reporter is not P.J.
O·Rourke . Some of us aren·t
impressed by her awesome wit.
Anybody can gripe - on paper. look
at me.
Lynn Staples

Long Awaited Praise
To the editor:
Well, this makes me feel a whole
lot better. But for "Golf Tips" and
"Life During Wartime," there are
times when . I look around campus
and feel like McGovern in a sea of
Goldwaters. Today I look in the Current and there is "Thirteen Ways of
Loking at a Blackbird." This is a
gentle thing that truly takes the
curse off being alive.
Wallace Stevens I wish they
could teacb us in school how to
become vice president oJ Hartford

Insurance and Write poems like lUIS
at the same time. But no one can
teach you how to 'be such a worldclass subversive - it ' must be
inborn.
If there were enough of Ronald
Reagan's brains to go around ,
perhaps we would be happy all the
time and need no poetry. The world
awaits
such
products,
but
meanwhile, its good to hear that the
blackbird is involved in what we
know.
Ted Ficklen
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ALCOHOL
lmive. Tben the two arunKS Ilif a
woman and a child in another car
killing the woman. .
'
\
The child lives, and the mother
returns in spirit to tell the two who
are responsible for her death what it
W~11 he like for her child to grow
wlthouUts mother.
~ "It was really good," Milam said
of the skit. "The first part was com:
edy.' but the last part was really
serIOus."
She said about 85 people attended
the skit, many of them who heard the
skit gOing on and came from other
parts of the U. Center to find out
what was going on.
Horizons and Counseling . Services also (l"istributed literature on
alcohol and drug abuse . That literature is available year-round in the
Counseling Services office in 427
SSB.

from page one
Iri- addffion, Horizons and COunseling Services showed the film
"Your Alcohol IQ: Celebrities
Challenge the Moderation Generation," starring Michael Tucker and
Jill Eikenberry from the television
C-:" :~-9'C;

1'Oe1Ilm aiscussed how alcohol
affects the body, gives tips about
how to consume alcohol responsibly
and examines various family and
societal influences that shape
attitudes about drinking .

" L . A. L fn1.',"

FORUM
over the last few years.
Wendel Bailey, Republican
incumbent state treasurer, respondened to a question dealing
with the release of the money
withh~ld from the UM bu'dget by
the governor optimisticly, saying that he did not for see any
reason for the governor not to
release the money.
'1'r " d;t i "n~11"
t he governor

from page .one
has withheld-three percent of the
university budget in 'case of a
state financial emergency and
released the funds later ir. the
year.
The Libertarian candidates
took a vastly different stand on
education. They believe that that
the school system should be
privatized.

SENATE
froM pai;': =;;r:e .
achieved a freshman GPA of 2.0 or
greater and had amean GPA of 1.70.
In 1987, 48 p"ercent of these
freshmen achieved a 2.0 .GPA or
greater, with a mean of 1.82. .
The Bylaws and Rules Committee
recommended revisions of two
policies concerning committees in
the Senate. A proposed revison of
the structure of the Committee on .
.Fiscal Resources and Long-Range
Planning would increase faculty
representation from four elected
and two appointed members to
seven elected faculty.
It would also increase the length
of faculty terms from two to three
years, change the status of vicechancellors to non-voting members
and reduce student representation
by one .

Debater Sabina Modelevskayce

from page one
gone to sleep, " said Vadim Velos,
the final speaker of the Russian
delegation and a journalist in
Leningrad himself.
"I think it is the people who are
actig in perisroika," Modelevskaya
said. "If it was only Gorbachev, it
would not succeed .
A free press is not necessary to
inform people of oppression in their
own society, though.
"Do we need a free press to tell us .
. that we have nothing to eat?" i
Serapin said.
To insure freedom of the press ,
mere legislation is not enough,
agreed both sides. The society itself
must keep pressure . on the government to resist censorship and the
public must also exersize control on
the press in the form of boycotting
publications that don't adhere to the
reporting of the unbiased truth.

CLASSIFIEDS
-

Help Wanted

Order takers for eveningsl
Saturdays ave $5 plus per
hour. We train! you earn.
On busllne. Bonus $$ paid
dally. 781-9240.
FEDERAL, ~TATE, Overseas Jobs. $9,811
S86,682!yr. Now Hlrlngl
Hotllnes. Federal List (1)
805-687 -6000 Ext. R2000
HIRING! Federal government jobs In your area and
Many
overseas.
immediate
openings
'I\Iithout waiting list or test.
$15'68,000. Phone call
refundable . (602) 8388885. Ext 6729.
DO YOU NEEDTO EARN
~XTRA MON EY? DO YOU
LIKE CHILDREN? WE
HAVE
BABYSITTING
JOBS TO FIT YOUR
SCHEDULE.
PAYS
CASH.
CAR
AND
REFERENCES
REQUIRED. CALL TLC
FOR KIDS, 725-5072
BETWEEN 9:30AM AND
5:30 PM.

Opportunity In the Travel
Industry. The number 1
college tour operator is
looking for an efficient, responsible, and organized
campus representative to
market a Spring Break trip
on campus. Earn free trips,
and good commissions.
For more information call
1-800-999-4300.
AMATEUR
FEMALE
MODELS WANTED for
figure photography. Send
descriptive letter and/or
photo
to
Box
766,
Hazelwood MO 63044.
Counselors needed for
recreation programs on
Saturdays, 9:30 AM - 2:30
PM for two, ten week
sessions.
Work
with
individuals diagnosed as
MR/BD. Experience preferred. Call the St. Louis
A.RC. Leisure Services
Department (569-2211)
for futher information and
application.

On -campus travel representative or organlza·
tion needed to promote
Spring Break trip to Florida
or Texas. Earn money, free
trips, and valuable work
experience. Call InterCampus Programs: 1800-433-77 47.
.
SPRING BREAK TOUR
PROMOTER-ESCORT.
Energetic person, (M/F), to
take sign'ups for our
FLORIDA tours. We fur·
nish all materials for a suc·
cessful promotion. Good
PAY and FUN. Call CAMPUS MARKETING at 1800-777-2270.
GOVERNMENT
JOBS.
$16,040 - $59,230/yr.
Now Hiring. Your Area.
(1)805-687-6000 Ext R2166 for current Federal
List.
JOBS IN AUSTRALIA.
Immediate Opening for
Men and Women. $11,000
to $60,000. Construction,
Sec·
Manufacturing,
retarial Work, Nurses,
Engineering, Sales. Hun·
dreds of Jobs Listed. CALL
206-736- 7000
NOWI
Ext. 450A.

AIRLINES NOW HIRING.
Flight Attendants, Travel
Agents, MechaniCS, Customer Service. Listings.
Salaries to $105 K. Entry
level positions Call (I)
805-687-6000 Ext. A·
2166.

For Sale
ANTIQUE ANOIA. VERY
GOOD CO ND ITION. $450.
SAME AS PURCHASE
PRICE THREE YEARS
AGO. ANTIQUE LOVERS
WILL LOVE IT! CALL ML
831-4099
82 Suzuki GS-750E, runs
great,
slight
damage,
$525. Pat after 3:00. 893522.
'73 Buick 350 Station
Wagon, 46 hp. $170,
negotiable. Needs mainly
brakework and battery.
843-6103.
.
1968 Buick Skylark Custom Con v., new interior,
tires, paint, brakes, rebuil!
engine and transmission.
$2500 or best offe r. 4267238, 427 -9179 ask for
Steve.

CRUISE SHIPS Now Hir·
ing Men and Women. Summer
&
Career
Opportunities (Will Train) .
Excellent Pay Plus World
Travel. Hawaii, Bahamas,
Caribbean, Etc. CALL
NOW!
206-736-7000
Ext. 450C.

Books for Spanish 281.
Literatura
Hispono
Americana Volume 1 and
2. $30. Call 535- 3807 . Ask
for Maria.

THE OLD SPAGHETTI
FACTOR Y IS LOOKING
FOR
ENERGETIC,
AND
HARDWORKING,
DYNAMIC INDIVIDUALS
TO JOIN OUR RESTAU RANT STAFF. WEARE
LOOKING
FOR
BUS,
KITCHEN,
HOSTESS,
HOST, WAIT, AND BAR
PERSONNEL
PLEASE
CALL BETWEEN 1 AND 3
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
FOR AN APPOINTMENT.
WEARE LOCATED IN HIS·
TORIC LACLEDE'S LANDING AT 727 NORTH
FIRST. CALL 621-0276.

Men 's
ten -sp eed
Bike
Motobscaoe
Excellent
Condition-Hardly Used Water Bott le,
Pump, Bookrack $ 125 or
make offer. Call Rich, 5210168 orShirley, 921-0912
or 553-5711.

Wanted by private co llectorto buytradesell hockey
cards and memorabilia.
Also anyone interested in
hockey always wanting to
buy. Call Tim. 635-6526.
Always
putting
off
tomorrow what you can do
today? Attend the 'How to
overcome procrastinat ion'
workshop.
Tuesday
October 25, 2·3pm, 427
SSB. To preregister, stop
by 427 SSB or call 5535711.

RESEARCH INFORMATION Largest Library of
information in U.S.' all subiects. Order Catalog Today
with Visa/ MC or COD.
TOLL FREE HOT LINE
800-351-0222, in California (213)477-8226. Or
rush $2 to: Research
Information 11322 Idaho
Ave. 206-A, Los Angeles,
CA 90025.
Dukakis Campaign '88.
Meet staff members discuss strategy learn grass
roots politics. Saturday, 22
noon, JC. Penney lobby.
GOVERNMENT HOMES
from $1 (U repair). Delin·
Quent
tax
property.
Repossessions. Call (1)
805-687-6000 Ext. GH·
2166 for cu rrent repo list.

Personal
Barb, Next Friday we'll
lunch. I PROMISE. I miss
Bonanza. Love, PUP.

AIri9ht Brool<! Just whIch
gal with the purple book
bag do you mean? Signed,
Word Gets Around.
HEY! All you ghosts and
ghouls out there, need a
party idea? X·TASY has
,..,hat you're looking for,
professional male and
female dancers for all
occassions, ask about our
Halloween specials. 2721867 Matt.
H-men Stewart Lassiter,
Alistaire Indge, Marco Van
Dippolito, and late acquisition Aphrodite Snake are
in an unruly uproar over
which single to release
next , 'Hey Burt, 'Lick my
wounds." or 'Plzzaman
Phobia'
Watch
for
updates. P.S. H-men don't
wear velcro.

stuiy

am Live

in Lcn'fall

Ul+-St. Louis Missouri London Program
Application deQdline:
Inforrra.tion:

Sig Tau's, Congratulations
on your ' victoryl Great
. game against the Pikes"

Noverrber 1

Center for International Studies

366 SSE Bldg •• 553-5753

~~i:~ail;~~;i~~~~~~~~~~:i~~~~i:;;;;~;;;r~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~~~~~

Scott Brandt
Photography

Kind size bed, 2 night
stands dresser. Call Maria
535- 3807.

UM· t. Lou s
Sch ool of Opt om etry

Eye Clinic

ViSi()" i" s
l1i~~ NTBC~ S()CiBiy

838-3928

For Re nt
End of month special 1
bedroom
Townhouse.
$265 range, refrigerator,
cable, a/ c. Close to campus. 2550 Lucas & Hunt
Rd. 385- 0728.

Begin

Grad~lu:a
Jan ary
's: ~t;e~s;C~h~O,o~l~i,n~~~r.~~~

•
•
.•
•

M isceltaneous
??TERM
PAPER,
THESIS DUE?? Then it's
time to get serious about
getting first · rate assis·
tance. Let me help ' you
with that report, paper,
thesis, whose deadline is
fast approaching. Word
processing at student
rates.
CALL
RAM.
EVENINGS, 863-2241 .

• Master of Arts
• Doc tor of Psychology
Innovative
• Applied
• Clinical
• Sma ll Classes
Hospital Affi liations
• Clinical Trai ning Fa c ilities On Premises
Afternoo n & Evenin g Classes
• f~ort h Centrai Accredited
Full & Paritime Programs
• Handica pped Accessibility
• Equa l Opportunity Educational Facility

Forest Institute of Professional Psychology
1322 South Campbell • Spnngfletd MO 65807
417831-7902
.

. DEE'S WORD PROCESSING & PLUS
YES! OUR PRICES ARE FOR REAL!
COME ON IN; AND TRY US!
Bring us your resumes and term papers and receive
10% discount with this ad.lf it is not completed by
the specified time it's yours free!
.
Call for Complete Details. 8AM.-7P.M. M/F 1OAM.3P.M. Sat.

7352 Manchester, 645-8849

Thinking A bout
Going
To Law School?
LSAT Preparation
Course
Salurda~s, October 29 -- :'\ovemht' r 19 .

lUam-:'\oon
Dt'C'emher I
L:niH'rsity 01 ~lissouri-Sl Louis
J.c. Pt'nnt'~· Building
T"ursda~· .

This five-week course is designl'd to ht'lp p rt· part'
students for the Law Sehool Admission Tes!. Fet' lor
the course is $85 (includes text book, librar~ C'arrL
course materials and parking) .
for information, or 10 register, call UM-Sl. Louis
~iAlIiAg..Educat~on .at-553.- 5Q61

• Weddings
• Portraits
• Model
Portfolios

Quality A t
Budget Prices

Are you p repared?
A wide range of vision care services
• Contact Lenses

10% UMSL
Student Discoun·t
With Current 1.0.

.. Newest Lens Designs and
Fashion Frames

• Eye Health Assessment
• VDT Related Visual Problems

• Designer Sunglasses

UM·St. Louis Students, Faculty, Staf1and Alumni
receive a 20% discount on all prof.sslonal service fee8.

.

.
Call 553·5131
UM-St. Louis School of Optometry

II

MORE TAXE S? TRAD E DEFICIT?
MORE EQUITA B LE DI.S TRIBUTION OF GN P?
These questions do concern YOU!
Find out how these issues relate to you
and the upcoming Presidential election

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 27
.
12:30 p.m. '225 SS.S .'.
.
A panel discussion with professionalecoriomists,
sponsered by the·Economics Club
.

,

CaUEcoriomits Club
For Detail 553-6432.·

